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 Reference: VARIOUS 
 

 Church: GRACE Date: 4/2/00 

The Authority of Scripture 
 
Purpose: To show the basis for the authority of Scripture. 
 

1. Introduction 
Last week what did we look at? 
The Canon of Scripture 
What did we discover? 
The tests for a book to be in the Bible 

• Does the book claim inspiration? 
• Was it written by a man of God? 
• Was it authentic (not a forgery)? 
• Was it used & accepted by God’s  people? 
• Was it the living word? 

Then looked at OT and NT canon 
Saw how they were formed, who wrote them 
Saw how they were used by God’s people 
Saw how the non-Biblical writings failed the tests 
Little disagreement on which books should be in OT and NT 
The matter was settled early on. 
Also saw how canon was formed 
Did the church decide which books should be included? 
How soon was each book considered to be part of the canon? 
Any questions arising from this study? 
 
Want to look at a related topic this morning –  
The authority of the Scriptures 
Lloyd-Jones book helpful 
Does the Bible indeed have authority? 
Why? 
Where does the Bible’s authority come from? 
Does it come from a church? 

Does it come from a man or woman as they read? 
Do we determine what is authoritative and what is not? 
 
Are we “Bibliolaters”? 
People say we worship the Bible –  
They worship Christ 
But how do they know this Christ? 
Where do they learn of Him? 
 
Same with “simple faith” 
Can’t be bothered with doctrine 
But what is faith?  Trust 
Can’t we trust someone better if we know them better? 
How shall we know Christ better? 
 
No – the Bible has authority of its own 
Its authority comes from God 
Because it is the Word of God 

2. What arguments does Scripture contain 
concerning its own authority? 

2.1. Biblical contents 

2.1.1. The Claims of Scripture concerning itself 
Saw last week “Thus saith the Lord” 
Phrases like this nearly 4000 times in the OT! 
NT also claims authority to itself 

2.1.2. Christ’s teaching – fully accepted OT 
Saw last week 

2.1.3. NT view of the OT 
Color it in and find out! 
Again underline it’s regrettable that NT published separately 
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2.1.4. Apostolic Authority 
They claimed to act with authority 
Commissioned by God 
 

2.2. Deduced Arguments 
Around17th century, a series of arguments were developed: 

2.2.1. The majesty of God who reveals 
Himself.  

Not the product of human thinking 

2.2.2. The Truthfulness of Scripture 
Internally consistent 
Factually correct 
Externally verified 

2.2.3. Sublimity of the Mysteries it contains 
There is a transcendent glory in all its contents 
Eternal mysteries 
All the products of human philosophers pale 

2.2.4. Perfection of its teachings and precepts 
Higher and nobler than typical worldly morality 

2.2.5. Simplicity of the language in Scripture 
Divine succinctness –  
To portray a scene 
To teach doctrine – great truth distilled into few words 
John 17 – amazing example 

2.2.6. Power to moved the hearts of sinners 
History full of examples of people moved and changed by reading 
the Word 

2.2.7. Maintain truthfulness in face of time and 
opposition 

Countless attacks on Scripture – all failed 
Many claims to have disproved it 
e.g. No writing in Moses’ day 
Yet it has overcome them all 
As true today as ever 
Its truths equally applicable 

2.2.8. Remarkable harmony of contents 
40 writers 
1600 years 
Unity of message 
No contradiction 
No cult has been able to do this 
Men always make mistakes 
Always contradict 

3. How can we demonstrate the Authority of 
Scriptures to others? 

So how can we demonstrate this to unbelievers? 
How can we show them that Scriptures are authoritative? 
We can’t 
This is something that is a matter of faith 
The natural man does not receive these things 
May convince intellectually 
But the person may still not believe it 
Just as can intellectually accept facts about Christ 
And yet not believe on Him. 
 
Need to be a little concerned about modern day efforts  
Biblical Creation Society 
Produce scientific proof to validate Scripture 
Scripture does not need our defence in this sense 
We have to defend the truth of it 
Should we resort to man’s learning to bolster it? 
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4. How much of the Bible is authoritative? 
Interesting question 
Many will seek to undermine Scripture at this point 
Bible contains the word of God 
Bible becomes the word of God when it speaks to you 
 
What is wrong with these ideas? 
They make sinful men the arbiters of Divine truth 
They provide an escape clause from Scriptures we don’t like 
 
The Bible is the word of God 
All of it! 

2 Timothy 3:16 All Scripture is inspired by God and profitable for teaching, 
for reproof, for correction, for training in righteousness; 
 

That is what it claims for itself 
That is what history demonstrates is true 
That is what time and circumstances all verify 

5. Conclusions 
Saw much last week that was of direct relevance to this topic 
The way the Scriptures were believed on and received 
Their claims concerning themselves etc. 
Have now added to this 
Scripture has authority 
It has it in its own right 
It needs no church to pronounce 
It needs no individual experience to validate 
These are the very words of God 
They are all the words of God 
They are intrinsically authoritative 
 


